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Ten worldwide
famous experts in

aligner orthodontics, 
reunited in the small

city of Fano, where
AOFan was born and 
where we can’t wait
to welcome you, for a 
fantastic weekend

together.



     

          

           

          

             

           

         

    

         

         

            

          

        

          

        

            

         

        

         

            

             

        

         

            

           

            

              

             

           

         

          

             

            

           

            

     

            

             

        

         

         
       

        
      

          
         

        
         

       
      

       
       

      
          

         
     

        
       

       
    

         
         

       
      

         
   

After the success of the first edition in 2022, we decided to 
organise again the Alumni Meeting in Fano, where our AOFan 
project was born but making it International this time!!

By now, many of you know us, we are kind- hearted people 
and we were keen to host you here again; the promise is 
that the extra journey you take to reach us, will be amply 
rewarded by a scientific program of the highest level and 
even better social part!!

The conference venue could only remain the beautiful Teatro 
della Fortuna, a historic and prestigious place, located in 
the Central Square of Fano and at the same time just a few 
minutes walk from the sea and the main points of interest of 
the city.

Most of the recommended hotels allow you to reach the 
Theatre in maximum 5/10 minutes, with a pleasant walk 
through the shopping streets of the historic center.

            
           

        
            

Location
28 - 29 June - Fano, Italy

The summer season will allow you to enjoy a weekend at the 
seaside or a tour to discover our beautiful region, Le Marche 
(www.wonderfulmarche.com) Many  ext ra-  confe rence 
activities and surprises were also planned for those who 
want to come to Fano with the whole family.





AOFAN MEETING

9.15-9.45 Intro e KAHOOT contest

9.45-11.00 Garino - Castroflorio —Lectio Magistralis 


11.00-11.30 Coffee Break

11.30-12.30  

12.30-13.30  

13.30-13.45    

13.45-14.30 Lunch 

14.30-16.30  

15.30-16.30  

16.30-17.30  

17.30-18.00    

18.00  

AGENDA

9.00  

09.30 - 12.30   

13.15 Registrazione Meeting

14.00-15.15     

15.15-16.15  
16.15-16.45  

16.45-17.45  
17.45-18.00    

 20.00   

             
    

        

 

             

   

  

    

            

 

      

   

  

David Raičković - Aligners my way: simple biomechanics for complex cases ! 

Coffee Break

Cemre Geze - Aligners and Orthognatic surgery: advanteges, limits and new

   

  

opportunities

 

         
       

Friday 28 June 2024

Saturday 29 June 2024

  

 

        
   

 Gallo - Greco - Migliori - AOFan strategy treatment pillars: may the efficiency be
with you

 
        
          

       
Fabio Federici Canova - Digital Ortho Academy: how to make 
the most of digital in our daily clinic

 Registration Pre-Congress

    

 

Q&A with the Speakers 

Dinner Party

Q&A with the Speakers

23 anni of aligners: what we have done, what we wouldn't do again and what awaits us

Simonetta Meuli - 7 points for a systematic and successful approach to Invisalign first

Emanuel Dumu - Communicate well to treat better: two sides of the same coin !

Q&A with the Speakers

Camilla Molinari - Smile Architect: the future of interdisciplinary treatment

Andrea Conigliaro - Elastics in complex biomechanics: from impacted canines to extractions

Martin Pedernera - TADs in complex biomechanics: from impacted canines to extractions !

Closure





II Alumni Meeting

Pre-congress

AOFan Dinner Party

250

+IVA

300

+IVA

ENTRO

IL 15 

70

+IVA

50

+IVA

100

+IVA

50

+IVA

350

+IVA

100

+IVA

50

+IVA

Last

Minute


  Register on AOFAN-MEETING.IT
Press here

(valid also for guestsi)

For information, please contact our organizing secretary 
info@aofan.it - 349 8164735 - www.aofan-meeting.it

before
15/03

before
31/05

mailto:info@aofan.it
http://www.aofan-meeting.it
https://www.aofan-meeting.it/shop


L A B O R A T O R I O
SPECIALIZZATO IN ORTODONZIA

ORTHOMAND ORTHOMAND

Federico Migliori
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